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Chapter 562  

 

“Skadi, what’s wrong? Skadi?”  

 

Skadi had ended the call.  

 

Concern flashed through Hera’s beautiful eyes. From the screeching brakes earlier, it sounded like Skadi 

might have gotten into a traffic  

 

accident. She did not know how serious it was or whether Skadi was  

 

injured.  

 

“What happened to Skadi?” Helena asked.  

 

“There might be a small issue. I’ll call her later to check. Let’s go back  

 

now. I still need to make some medicine for you,” Hera said with a  

 

faint smile.  

 

Skadi was a martial artist and had five years of driving experience.  

 

She managed to hit the brakes in time and had even cursed at  

 

someone. It probably was nothing serious.  

 

In the basement, Nash raised his hand and conjured two illusory  



 

seals before sticking them to the Divine Farmer’s Cauldron.  

 

The green pill flame gradually extinguished, and the palpable tension faded away.  

 

He then moved beside the cauldron and looked inside to see two dark  

 

blue pills still rotating rapidly in a circle inside.  

 

Nash pressed one hand against the outside of the cauldron and  
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slowed the array’s rotating effect. He then reached in and collected. the two pills.  

 

After a day and a night, he had finally refined the Five Organs. Rejuvenation Pills.  

 

He walked over to Finn, pinched his jaw open, and stuffed the pills. into his mouth. After that, he used 

his true energy to guide the pills. down his throat and into his stomach.  

 

Activating his Third Eye, Nash could see the pills getting instantly dissolved by the gastric acid. They 

released a white misty energy that flowed through Finn’s bloodstream and into every part of his body.  

 

When the toxins in Finn’s blood came in contact with the misty  

 

energy, they broke down and gradually disappeared.  

 

The misty energy turned from white to black and was then expelled  

 



through the sweat glands. Black liquid began to seep out from Finn’s  

 

skin.  

 

Seeing the Five Organs Rejuvenation Pills taking effect, Nash  

 

breathed a sigh of relief. Finn was now out of danger, and it was only  

 

a matter of time before he woke up.  

 

Next up, he needed to refine a third-grade pill-the Tiger Soul Grand Rejuvenation Pill.  

 

The effects of this pill were bone regeneration, muscle  

 

reconstruction, and the strengthening of one’s foundation. It was the  

 

most suitable for Kai, who was currently suffering from serious  

 

internal injuries.  

 

After a day and night’s worth of continuous high-intensity mental  

 

  

 

exertion, Nash felt mentally and physically drained despite being an expert in the Mystique Loyalty 

Realm.  

 

He walked over to the table, sat down, and devoured the meal that Hera had brought. Although the 

food was now cold, Nash still enjoyed it.  



 

Once he was full, he went to the stove and brewed a bowl of herbal  

 

medicine for Kai. While he could eat when he was hungry, Kai, who had been half-dead for a day and 

night, could not. He needed.  

 

nourishment.  

 

In this bowl of herbal medicine, Nash had added a hundred-year-old wild mountain root. It would 

replenish Kai’s vitality and provide his body with the necessary nutrients.  

 

Next, Nash started preparing the herbs needed to refine more pills.  

 

Skadi entered the villa living room angrily while carrying some local specialties from Xanthalos in her 

hand.  

 

Hera, who had just finished brewing the herbal medicine, exited the kitchen and greeted her. “Skadi, 

you arrived so quickly?”  

 

Hera was somewhat surprised. Did Skadi not get into a traffic  

 

accident on the way just now? How did she manage to handle it so  

 

quickly?  

 

“I was already in Royal Bay when I called you!” Skadi replied. 


